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New iBank Widget Offers Rapid Transaction Entry
Putney, VT. IGG Software, LLC, announces the release of iBank Widget, a new
Dashboard widget that allows users to rapidly enter transactions into iBank. iBank is a
popular personal financial manager made exclusively for Mac OS X. The new iBank
Widget works with iBank 2.3 which was also released today.
“The iBank Widget is a great new tool for interacting with your iBank data”, says
president of IGG Software Ian Gillespie. “It also shows our dedication to making iBank
the best financial manager for the Mac”.
The iBank Widget is perfect for when you purchase something online and you want to
quickly track that transaction. Or if you want to make a purchase and you’re not sure
you can afford it--use the iBank Widget to quickly see your account balances even if
iBank is open.
iBank 2.3 also offers several enhancements like a new progress indicator that animates
when users are opening iBank documents. Searching accuracy has been improved and
minor stability issues have also been addressed in this release.
iBank Widget is compatible with iBank 2.3 (download: http://www.iggsoftware.com/
ibank/iBank.wdgt.zip).
iBank costs $49.99 (download: http://www.iggsoft.com/iBank/iBank.dmg) or $19.99 for
users upgrading from iBank 1.x. iBank 2.3 is a free upgrade for existing iBank 2
customers.
Additional information about iBank can be found here: http://www.iggsoftware.com/ibank
All of IGG Software's products come with a trial period so you can "try before you buy."
IGG Software is committed to developing powerful yet easy-to-use personal and
business applications. Since IGG Software's inception, its products have been
recognized in Macworld, by Apple, in MacUser, and in many other prominent Macintosh
publications. IGG Software, LLC, was started by Dr. Ian Gillespie in 2002 to develop
enterprise-strength applications for everyday Mac users. For more information, please
visit us online: www.iggsoftware.com

